
There was silence and peace.

It had been a hot day, for the days were always warm here. But the evening air was a

little cooler with the light breeze blowing over the water. Kerrick squinted into the sun,

wiped some of the perspiration from his face. It was easy to forget the slow changing of

the seasons of the year this far to the south. The sun, as always, was setting behind the

lake, the last glint of it shining on the unruffled waters, with the red sky reflected there as

well. A fish stirred the surface and waves of color moved out in all directions. This was the

way it always was, unchanging. Sometimes there would be clouds, or rain, but no really

cold weather, no slow cycle of seasons. The rain and fog were an indication of winter.
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“Good foot. Fine foot. New foot,” Ambalasei said slowly, her open palms moving with

color, speaking the simple Sorogetso language.

Ichikchee lay before her on the thick grass, shivering, her eyes wide with fear-of

unknown. She looked down at her foot, then quickly away. The pink skin that covered it

was so different from the green skin of her leg above. This troubled her very much. In an

attempt to comfort her, Ambalasei reached down and lightly touched her ankle, but she

only shivered the more.

“They are simple creatures,” Ambalasei said, signing her assistant Setèssei to her side.

“As simple as their language. Give her something to eat, that always has a calming effect.
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Nadaske stood waist deep in the lake, splashing water on his body, scrubbing away the

blood that streaked his skin. Bending to plunge his head under the surface to suck water in

and out of his mouth. When he had spat out the last of the blood and flesh and cleansed

himself completely, he waded ashore and pointed all four thumbs at Imehei who sat in

slumped despair. It was a gesture of darkness, of loss of hope.

“What do you mean?” Kerrick asked, stunned by the terrible events he had just

witnessed.

Nadaske writhed but did not speak. Nor did Imehei, not for a long while. Then he

stirred and rubbed at the bruises on his arms and thighs, finally climbed slowly to his feet
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CHAPTER FOUR

The poisonous murgu vines rimming the Sasku valley had turned brown, then died and

fallen to the valley floor. They had been pushed into the river and washed away, vanished

from sight along with the memories of the last murgu attack.

Herilak sat by the fire turning the shining knife over and over in his hands. Kerrick’s

knife of skymetal. He had worn it always about his neck, hanging from the solid metal band
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When Ambalasei woke this morning she was not rested, still felt as tired as she had when

she had closed her eyes at dusk the evening before. She was not at all pleased with this for

she knew that she was no longer a fargi fresh from the sea. Or even a young Yilanè, for

that matter, filled with the fresh juices of life. She was old, and for the first time that she

could remember she felt old. What was the Yilanè lifespan? She did not know. Once she

had attempted to do research on this topic but eventually had been forced to admit failure.

No records were ever kept about major occurrences: no individual Yilanè would even

hazard a guess as to how old she was. Ambalasei had recorded events for ten years, using

the constellations in the night sky to mark the passage of each year. But some of the Yilanè

she was recording had left the city, none had died—and eventually she had lost her
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Sanone did not approve of this kind of meeting. Among the Sasku they ordered things

differently. It was the manduktos who labored with their minds and not their hands, who

studied Kadair and his effect on this world, as well as other important things, it was they

who met and considered and decided. When consideration and decision were needed.

Not in this disorganized manner where anyone at all could give an opinion. Even women!

None of these thoughts showed on Sanone’s lined, dark face; his features were calm

and unrevealing. He sat crosslegged by the fire, listened and observed but did not speak.

Not yet. He had good reason to be here, though he was Sasku and not Tanu, and he could

see the reason for his presence there behind the seated hunters, among the women.

Malagen felt his eyes upon her and moved unhappily back into the darkness. Sanone’s
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Ambalasei sat on the stranded tree trunk on the shore, blinking happily into the sunlight that

bathed her in warm waves. It was an unaccustomed pleasure to relax, take pleasure of

sun/surroundings, and contemplate this admirable river. So wide that the far bank was

scarcely visible, brown with the soil of the continent it drained. Grassy islands in the river

drifted past. The sky was cloudless here, but there must have been heavy rain and flooding

somewhere upstream for tree after great tree floated majestically past. One drifted into the

shallows and stranded itself ponderously on the bank close by: small chattering ustuzou

jumped from it to the safety of the shore. One of them passed close, turned to flee when

Ambalasei moved, fell dead when the hèsotsan snapped. Brown fur, prehensile tail. She

turned it over with her claws and saw movement in its midriff; a tiny head appeared. A
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Kerrick called a halt when the heat under the trees became oppressive.

“It is too early to stop,” Harl said, making no attempt to conceal his disagreement with

the decision. This was his sixteenth summer and he was more of a hunter now, less of a

boy.

“For you, perhaps. But the rest of us will stay here during the heat of the day, go on

when it is cooler. If the strong hunter does not wish to rest he can scout the track ahead.

Perhaps his spear can find fresh meat.”

Harl happily dropped the poles of his travois and stretched his tired back. As he seized
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Here, just beyond the breaking waves, was a very satisfying place to be. Vaintè floated

with her body submerged, her head above the water. The waves rose and fell under her

with an easy rolling motion, marching in from the ocean in steady rows. Lifting her, passing

on, curling and crashing onto the sand in a surge of white foam. When the waves rose the

highest she looked towards the shore and could see beyond the green wall of the jungle to

a row of gray mountains far inland. Had she seen them before? She could not remember; it

did not matter. She opened her nose flaps and blew them clear of water, inhaled again and

again. The transparent membranes slid over her eyes as she slipped under the water, dived

deep.

Deeper and deeper until the water darkened and the surface was a distant glitter high
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CHAPTER TEN

“Behind you!” Setèssei warned. “Attacking!”

Ambalasei shuffled about to face the male who was rushing towards her, screaming with

rage. The hèsotsan was accurate only at short range so she waited calmly until he was

almost on top of her. The weapon snapped and he dropped into the brush.
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It was raining. A heavy tropical downpour that cascaded ceaselessly from the leaden sky.

It drummed so loudly on the stretched skins that they had to raise their voices to be heard.

“Is it ever going to stop?” Armun asked. The baby wailed as the sky split with lightning;

thunder rumbled through the trees. Armun opened her clothing and nursed the infant into

silence.

“This is the third day now,” Kerrick said. “I don’t think it has ever rained for more than

three days at a time. It should stop today, perhaps tonight. The cloud seems to be thinner.”

He looked at Harl who was drying a thin slab of deer meat over the fire. The smoke
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CHAPTER TWELVE

“The fishing is good here,” the sammadar Kellimans said, stirring the fire with a stick.

“And the fishing is good in the ocean everywhere—because there are fish everywhere.”

Herilak spoke sharply, trying to control his anger. “And will you still be able to fish here in

the winter when it is so cold that the death-sticks die? You will have to leave then. So you

could leave now.”
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

It was Enge, as always, who labored to bring peace to the warring factions

“Ugunenapsa teaches us that we all dwell in the city of life. Ambalasei is equal to you in

this city, Far<. And she is superior to you in all other ways, in her knowledge and skills,

and particularly in her labors for the Daughters of Life. In this she is far ahead of me and

second only to Ugunenapsa who revealed the truths. We are here, our city is here—and
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

As Ambalasei stepped from the back of the uruketo to the worn wood of the dock she felt

a great satisfaction. With one eye she watched the uruketo swim back towards the open

sea, to be quickly lost in the bustle of the port. Before her was a vista of wide streets,

hurrying fargi carrying fresh fish, pieces of meat, unknown bundles. The air carried a

burden of odors, cries of command and issued orders.
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As she walked the sunny pathway between the tall trees, Enge felt very much at peace with

her surroundings. The trials of her life were part of the past, remote memories of cruelty

and death. The present was warm and bright, the future hopefully so as well. When she

entered the ambesed these emotions were in her walk and the movements of her body.

The others already there saw this and were pleased.

“Share your thoughts, Enge,” Satsat asked, “for we can see they are the finest.”

“Not fine—just simple. As the sun warmed me my memories warm you. As I looked at

our city I realized how far we have come. Think about it and join my pleasure. First there

was Ugunenapsa and she was alone. She was the creator and her Eight Principles changed
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

“Lack of understanding,” Akotolp signed. “Confusion as to meaning of this presence.”

“Speak, esekasak,” the Eistaa ordered. “Tell all assembled what you have found.”

The tall Yilanè who was esekasak, the birth-beach guardian, shook Far<’s thin body,

then pushed her forward so all could see.
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Herilak walked the track ahead of the sammads, his eyes never still. Not only looking into

the forest on both sides but also up at the branches above. He stepped over the trunk of a

tree that had fallen across the track: it had been a long time since a sammad had passed

this way. Something rustled in the undergrowth and he stopped and stared but could see

nothing. Bird cries sounded among the leaves—and the sudden, distant snap of a death-

stick.

He turned about and listened, there were shouts and a mastodon screeched. With his

own death-stick held ready he ran back along the track to the sammad. Nadris was

prodding a large, still form with his foot, the marag that they called spike-back.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Armun heard the mastodons well before she saw them and clutched the baby to her with

excitement. There they were, tearing at the leaves as they came, hunters leading them

between the trees. Not only hunters, for the first one was a woman—and someone

familiar.

“Merrith!” she cried, again and again until the older woman heard her, turned and saw
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

They never discovered what was causing the trouble; had no idea at all how they could

stop it.

At first Kerrick’s fears proved unfounded. All of the hèsotsan he looked at appeared

normal, without any trace of the gray skin that had been on Nadaske’s weapon. It must

have been an accident, the creature had probably been injured. He put it from his mind
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CHAPTER TWENTY

When they were once more back among the trees that surrounded the city Kerrick called

out. “Wait.”

Herilak looked around warily, listened to the forest noises. “We should go on. It is not

safe to stop this close.”
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

It was like awakening after a long sleep, the sleep of an endless night. Or perhaps was

even more like cracking out of the egg, of leaving the long first night of life and being born

into the world. These were the thoughts that Vaintè had. First she puzzled at these

thoughts-—then wondered why she was puzzled.

One day when she bent over to drink from the pool of fresh water she saw her
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Each day after that Vaintè would go the ambesed and join the circle of confidantes that

ringed the Eistaa. It was a pleasure to watch the flow of a great city again, the problems

being brought to Saagakel, her orders issued. She delegated authority easily, but always in

limited terms; have these fields prepared, those animals moved, the fishing catch to be

improved. Those who acted for her would then be ignored—until they reported success of

assignment. It was always success because any Yilanè who did not carry out the Eistaa’s
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The hillside above the spring was steep, the grass slicked by the afternoon rain. Kerrick

missed his footing, skidded and fell, slid helplessly down the slope into a tangle of berry

bushes. The thorns clung to him as he used the butt of his spear to clamber to his feet,

ripped his skin as he pulled himself free. His thoughts had been on Nadaske before he fell,

thinking that he should visit him on his solitary island, thinking in Yilanè of course. It was far

better than Marbak for expressing dissatisfaction so now he writhed and verbalized

disgusting descriptions of the thorny growths as he tore at their restraint. It was a fitting end

to a depressing day. Heavy rain had interrupted the hunt, driven the game to cover. The

few creatures they did disturb had easily avoided his arrows—to be killed by others. Once

free of the thorns he went carefully down to the spring, dropped his spear and bow onto
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Enge heard the shouted sounds as she came out of the shaded walkway, but they were

without meaning until she could see Ambalasei as well as hear her voice. The old scientist

was leaning back on a resting board and calling out to her assistant.

“Poke it—but do not injure it. Get it to attack the stick.”

There was a fearful hissing and screeching from the far end of the clearing. Enge looked

in some astonishment at Setèssei who was prodding a bird with a length of wood. The

creature flapped wildly, losing feathers, bit into the stick with its teeth. It could not be a

bird, not with teeth. Four more of the creatures were tied up close by, fluttering and hissing

with fear.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

“I have been here before,” Vaintè said. “It was a lifetime ago. Or perhaps it was in another

lifetime. I stood just where I am standing now. Where you now stand, Fafnepto, was the

commander of the uruketo. She has since died. Erafnai was her name. I have not thought

of her in a very long time. Her uruketo died so she died as well.”

It had been an easy crossing. Some rain, no real storms. Vaintè had not slept continually
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

Kerrick did not want to speak of what he had seen, as though in keeping silent the spot

would vanish, might have never Arnwheet approved of his silence as he stalked ahead. He

shot his arrow at a basking lizard, came very close as it scuttled away into the grass. Then

he sat in the bow of the boat all the way back, trailing his fingers in the water. Kerrick

started to warn him with sudden memory of doing the same thing when he was a boy, the

horror of the marag surging up from the sea. But that had happened a long time ago: there
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

Kerrick stopped, fell backward, huddled against the earthen wall. Harl lay crumpled just

before him. His mouth hung open and his eyes stared sightlessly at the sky. The bundle of

hèsotsan lay across his chest with the creatures writhing slowly against their bonds.

Harl was dead. Killed by a hèsotsan. A Yilanè, it had to be a Yilanè who was out there,

lying in wait. It had been a neatly planned trap. There was no way out of it. If he moved or
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CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

Arnwheet was squatting in the shade blowing fiercely on his whistle. It was one that the

Paramutan had made for him, with a moving rod at the end just like one of their pumps.

But instead of spitting out water this whistle pumped out shrill and quavering noise that

sliced through the afternoon heat. It was midsummer and the days were longer and hotter.

Little could be done during the torrid afternoon, little had to be done. There was meat and

fruit and all of the green things that grew in the earth, fish and wildfowl as well. There had
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

Even though the air was stifling under the trees, the biting insects a torment when they

passed through the swampy areas, it was still good to be moving on the trail again. As

pleasurable as life had been on the island, it had become a little too much like the valley of

the Sasku. The sammads were now in one place and it seemed as though they were going

to stay there. In the past there had been winter hunting and summer hunting, the berries and

mushrooms of the autumn, the fresh shoots and roots in the spring. All of this had changed.
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It was the largest river that Fafnepto had ever seen, larger even than the ones she knew in

Entoban*. The soil that it carried spread far out into sea, formed banks and islands that

clogged the river’s mouth. It took them many days just to find the main channels through

the islands, before they entered the river itself where it flowed between high bluffs. They

swam the uruketo upstream for an entire day and the river was just as wide as ever. That

night they drifted in the backcurrents of the shallows and in the morning were ready to go

on. Fafnepto saw that Gunugul and Vaintè were already on the fin, climbed up to join them.

They had to hold tight to the edge of the fin which was rocking back and forth as the

uruketo thrashed itself free of the shallow water. When they were once more in the deep

channel Fafnepto signed for attention.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE

Gunugul had sent for fresh jellied meat, for she tired of the boring diet of preserved meat

that they had brought with them. Now she chewed a welcome delicious mouthful. Vaintè

had come back aboard some time ago, her rigid body rejecting communication, and had

gone at once into the uruketo’s interior. As a courtesy Gunugul ordered a crewmember to

bring some of the meat to her.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO

The trading took up the better part of the first day, then extended into the next day as well.

The Paramutan enjoyed it too much to finish with it quickly. Hanath and Morgil were soon

possessed of the same enthusiasm, regretted only that they had not brought more to trade.

Then someone had suggested fresh meat. All activities were suspended while the two

hunters seized up their bows and hurried into the forest. While the Paramutan were the

best hunters in the ocean they lacked the Tanu skills ashore. The four freshly killed deer
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“Has all been loaded as ordered?” Ambalasei asked. Elem signed completeness.

“Everything that was brought to the dock has been put safely into the uruketo and

secured. There is also a sufficiency of preserved eel, water enough for a long voyage, the

creature itself has been well fed and rested. Doubts only as to destination.”

“Entoban∗! You were informed. Is memory withering with age?”

“Memory is functioning. It is just that Entoban* is a vast continent, many ocean currents

flow around it, specific city/ destination assures shortness of voyage.”
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CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR

The murderous act had happened very quickly—had undoubtedly been planned to happen

in just that way. All very obvious by hindsight, Ambalasei realized. Fafnepto had stood

erectly before them, pride obvious in her hunting skill, her strength and her weapon. Not

realizing that there were hunters in the cities that outdid any forest dweller in rapaciousness.

Vaintè led, and this fat idiot Akotolp followed her instructions. She would have to be the

one who had brought the hèsotsan, provided the material for this deadly ruse—had the
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CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE

It was a happy leavetaking because that was the Paramutan way. Everyone knew that if

one showed unhappiness before a voyage it would only bring the worst kind of bad luck,

blizzards, disaster. Hanath and Morgil were equally happy at the results of their trading,

laughing and getting soaked alongside the Paramutan as they helped to push the ikkergak

into the sea. The waves were large and broke over them before the craft was floating free.

Kalaleq was the last to board, was pulled dripping from the water by strong hands on arms
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